
Blazing Drains™

INSTALL. FASTER.INSTALL. FASTER.

The professional's choice for protection
against freeze damage.
The professional's choice for protection
against freeze damage.

Easier, faster winterization.  Guaranteed protection.Easier, faster winterization.  Guaranteed protection. www.BlazingProducts.comw r

Lateral LineLateral Line

The most advanced and most complete 
lineup of automatic drains in the world.

Increase system quality and peace of mind.  
Allows water to gradually drain when system is off, 
protecting against freeze damage.  Guaranteed 
performance for the life of the sprinkler system.

Patented recessed wicking pad protects against rocks and 
roots.  Patented wings for easy, comfortable installation.  

Patented rubber gasket design on line drains, swing pipe 
elbow drains and Siphon Drain™ -

 • Gradual drainage avoids soggy patches
 • Turbulent flushing action™ with every on/off cycle
 • Washer raises up and water is gradually released

  All Purpose DrainSiphon Drain™Siphon Drain™Swing Pipe ElbowSwing Pipe Elbow   Main LineMain LineLateral LineLateral Line



Patented ball-valve design in a spiral-barb swing pipe 
elbow with automatic drain built in.  Turbulent flushing 
action, dirt-stopper screen and patented recessed 
wicking pad.  Simply install beneath sprinkler heads - 
save time and fittings.
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Lateral Line Drains
• Guaranteed operation for

 
life of sprinkler system

• Longer watering season
• Easy, comfortable installation

HP 2000 1/2" MPT
HP 3000 3/4" MPT

Main Line Drain

HP 4000 1/2" MPT

Swing Pipe Elbow Drains

FP 1800 1/2" MPT x Swing Pipe Barb
FP 1900 3/4" MPT x Swing Pipe Barb 

 
 
 Exclusive patented rubber gasket washer

drains more gradually than competing drains:

Valve gradually releases water -
avoiding soggy patches in grass.

Released water passes through 
the patented recessed wicking 
pad as the soil and plant material 
absorb the water.  The recessed 
wicking pad - non-woven 
polyester - protects the drain 
from rocks and roots. 

When the irrigation system 
pressure is off, the rubber
washer raises up and water
is gradually released.  

As the irrigation system is 
pressurized, the rubber washer 
pushes down and shuts off
water flow through drain.

Drains directly to soil -
no gravel sump necessary
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Rubber
Washer

"Washer-valve" design.  Also includes dirt-stopper 
screen and easy-install wings.  Patented recessed 
wicking pad.  Guaranteed up to 1250 psi burst 
pressure.

"Washer-valve" design.  With dirt-stopper screen, 
easy-install wings and patented recessed wicking 
pad.  Guaranteed up to 2500 psi burst pressure.

Rubber
Washer

All Purpose Drain

OD-1  1/2” MPT and
3/4” MPT 

“Washer-valve" design.  Double screen design keeps out 
debris.  Only drain in the industry with two screens.  Lightning 
grip design for maximum comfort and ease of use.  Drain takes 
all the benefits of multiple drains and combines them into 1. 
Carry one drain for 1/2” MPT and 3/4” MPT.

Multi Combo Drain

OD-2  1/2” MPT and
3/4” MPT
1” Poly

 

Siphon Drain™

SD 1000 One size fits 1/2" to 1" 
 polyethylene and PVC pipe

"Washer-valve" design.  Save on labor, fittings, clamps and 
cement.  Self-pierces, self-seals and clamps onto poly pipe in 
just three seconds.  Or, installs just as fast on PVC after drilling 
a 3/8" hole.  Grommets available for PVC installation.

Picture Smaller
Than Actual Size

For use on ANY Manufacturer’s NSF 1” Poly 80#, 100#, or 160# pipe. 
Standard operating pressures up to the rating of the pipe.  Example: 
100 PSI on 100# poly pipe.  “Washer-valve" design.  Double screen 
design keeps out debris.  Only drain in the industry with two screens.  
Lightning grip design for maximum comfort and ease of use.  Drain 
takes all the benefits of multiple drains and combines them into 1. 
Carry one drain for 1/2” MPT and 3/4” MPT.


